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ABSTRACT: A recently developed visible light mediated photo-
controlled radical polymerization technique using trithiocarbonates (i.e.,
conventional RAFT agents) as the sole control agent in the absence of
additional photoinitiators or catalysts is utilized for the synthesis of core
cross-linked star (CCS) polymer nanoparticles. The attractive features of
this photopolymerization system, including high end-group fidelity at
(near) complete monomer conversion, are exploited to facilitate a high-
yielding, one-pot pathway toward well-defined star polymer products.
Moreover, reinitiation of the photoactive trithiocarbonate moieties from
within the star core is demonstrated to form (pseudo)miktoarm stars via
an “in−out” approach, showing extremely high initiation efficiency (95%).

The synthesis of star polymer nanoparticles via the “arm-
first” approach, whereby a macroinitiator is chain-

extended in the presence of a di- or multivinyl agent (i.e.,
cross-linker), continues to be an active field of research.1−15

Various techniques have been employed to generate these
nanoparticles, commonly defined as core cross-linked star
(CCS) polymers, however, their synthesis via reversible
deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) is arguably the
most convenient and versatile approach.1 Until relatively
recently, the synthesis of CCS polymers via the arm-first
approach had suffered from significant limitations with regards
to star conversion efficiency. This has been ascribed to loss of
the active, or “living”, linear polymer end-group as well as steric
congestion around the star core during the cross-linking step.
To improve star conversion, the synthesis of linear precursors
was often stopped at low monomer conversions to preserve the
end-group fidelity; however, this requires an intermediate
purification step to remove unreacted monomers prior to
addition of a cross-linker, which is undesirable. Improvements
in RDRP technologies to increase the chemical fidelity and/or
manipulate the radical concentration to minimize termination
events have been utilized to improve star yields, with metal-
catalyzed RDRPs now demonstrated to form CCS polymers in
almost quantitative yield16,17 and in some cases with no
intermediate purification of the linear precursor required.18−20

In contrast, forming CCS polymers via the arm-first approach
using reversible addition−fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT)
polymerization has been challenging, where low star yields and
poorly defined star products are common despite the intensive
interest in developing pathways toward CCS polymers via this
technique.21,22 These challenges can be overcome by using a

cross-linker of poor solubility in the chosen reaction solvent23

due to preassembly of the linear species into star-like structures
during the early stages of cross-linking resulting in improved
star yields and dispersities.9,24−26 However, in these systems,
careful consideration of each component’s solubility is required
to ensure a successful synthesis. Thus, there exists a need for
the development of new synthetic strategies capable of
producing well-defined CCS polymers in high yields using
metal-free RDRP techniques.
Photoactivated RDRP processes27−31 have received a great

deal of interest of late as a result of their inherent
spatiotemporal control, allowing access to unique materials
and structures.32,33 We recently developed a novel photo-
controlled radical polymerization (PRP) method wherein
visible light irradiation of trithiocarbonates (TTCs) (i.e.,
traditional chain transfer reagents used in RAFT polymer-
ization) is used to induce a controlled polymerization process
(Scheme 1).34 A similar system was also reported by Boyer et
al.35 The polymerization proceeds solely using TTCs as the
control agent and in the absence of any additional radical
initiator or catalyst that may compromise the integrity of the
microstructural features of a polymer chain.36 With this PRP
approach, high molecular weight polyacrylates and polyacryla-
mides with excellent chain-end fidelity (>99%) were attained
even at (near) complete monomer conversion. Taking
advantage of the efficiency and versatility of this PRP technique,
we herein demonstrate the synthesis of CCS polymers with
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high macroinitiator-to-star conversion (>95%) via a one-pot,
two-step approach (Scheme 1). Retention of the active TTC
chain-end following star formation is then demonstrated by
performing an “in−out” chain extension, where ca. 95%
reinitiation efficiency from the core-embedded TTC groups
was attained, as indicated by kinetic analysis. The efficiency of
forming CCS polymer nanoparticles using the described system
indicates that it can potentially be applied for other controlled
cross-linking reactions to generate various architectures such as
hydro- and cryogels as well as surface coatings.
To demonstrate the formation of CCS polymers via the

visible light PRP, methyl acrylate (MA) and 2-(((butylthio)-
carbonothiolyl)thio)propanoic acid (BCTP) were chosen as
the model monomer and TTC, respectively. For example, MA
(0.5 mL, 80 equiv) and BCTP (16.5 mg, 1 equiv) were first
dissolved in DMSO (50% v/v with respect to monomer) and
the reaction mixture was thoroughly degassed and then placed
in a homemade photoreactor (see Figure S1, Supporting
Information (SI)). The light source was turned on to mark the
start of the reaction. After 16−24 h, an aliquot was extracted via
degassed syringe to monitor the monomer conversion by 1H
NMR spectroscopy and linear polymer formation via GPC
analysis. When high monomer conversions were reached
(≥95%), a solution of divinyl cross-linker (i.e., ethylene glycol
diacrylate (EGDA), 10 equiv) in DMSO (8:1 v/w ratio of
solvent to linear polymer species) was added and the new
reaction mixture containing linear poly(methyl acrylate)
(PMA) macroinitiator (MI) and EGDA was again degassed.
The light source was then turned on to initiate the cross-linking
reaction. Samples were withdrawn periodically under an argon
blanket to monitor monomer consumption by 1H NMR and
star polymer formation by GPC analysis.
The polymerization to form linear PMA MIs was well

controlled, where polymers of low dispersity (Đ ≤ 1.25) were
obtained within 24 h of irradiation when the targeted degree of
polymerization (DPn) for the linear species was ≤80 (Table S1,
SI). However, a longer irradiation time (48 h) was required for
targeted DPn of 120. The long reaction time is undesirable,
however, improvements in the rate may be foreseen by
increasing the irradiation intensity or changing the irradiated
cross-sectional area, as has been demonstrated in related
works.37,38 Nonetheless, the dispersity of the higher molecular

weight linear PMA remained low (Đ = 1.21). 1H NMR
spectroscopy of all MI crude reaction mixtures prior to the
cross-linking step showed high monomer conversions (≥95%),
thus confirming that the actual DPn values are close to the
targeted values.34 On the basis of our group’s experience in
generating CCS polymers,18 we initially investigated the CCS
formation process via our PRP system using PMA MI with DPn
of 80 and at a cross-linker-to-macroinitiator molar ratio ([XL]/
[MI]) of 10:1. Indeed, under this condition, well-defined PMA
CCS with number-averaged molecular weight (Mn) of 149300 g
mol−1, Đ = 1.41, and a calculated arm number (Narm) of 28 was
attained, as determined by GPC-multiangle laser light scattering
(MALLS) analysis. Furthermore, the GPC differential refractive
index (DRI) chromatograms revealed high macroinitiator-to-
star conversion (94%, Figure 1b), demonstrating that star
polymer nanoparticles can be formed efficiently under the
current PRP system.

Parameters thought to affect the star formation process were
then investigated further to ascertain the optimal conditions for
forming star polymers via PRP. First, the influence of the
amount of added cross-linker (EGDA) was investigated by
varying the [XL]/[MI]. As shown in Figure 1, at the lowest
[XL]/[MI] of 5:1, inefficient macroinitiator-to-star conversion
was observed (<60%) where significant amounts of linear MI
(and partially chain-extended polymer) remain unincorporated
into the star structure after 24 h of irradiation (Figure 1a). The
suboptimal star conversion observed is thought to be due to the
formation of stars with small, highly shielded cores that cannot
be accessed by unincorporated (but still active) linear MIs due
to steric hindrance, thus limiting the star conversion efficiency.
The Mn of the ill-defined star is 34430 g mol−1, with Đ = 1.59
and Narm = 7. In contrast, both of the higher [XL]/[MI] ratios
investigated (10:1 and 15:1) show high star conversions (94%
and 96%, respectively) and higher molecular weight stars (Mn =
149300 g mol−1 and 268800 g mol−1, respectively) with high
arm numbers (Narm = 28 and Narm = 56) after 24 h of
irradiation(Figure 1b,c). GPC analysis after a further 24 h
irradiation (i.e., total irradiation time = 48 h) showed minimal

Scheme 1. Photocontrolled Radical Polymerization (PRP) in
the Sole Presence of a Trithiocarbonate (TTC) under
Visible Light (∼460 nm)a

aInitial polymerization of monomer generates a linear macroinitiator
which is followed by sequential addition of a cross-linking reagent to
generate in situ core cross-linked star (CCS) polymer nanoparticles.

Figure 1. GPC differential refractive index (DRI) chromatograms of
PMA MI (with DPn of 80) and the CCS polymers formed at various
[XL]/[MI] molar ratio of (a) 5:1, (b) 10:1, and (c) 15:1.
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change for both CCS polymers formed with the higher [XL]/
[MI] ratio, indicating the star formation process had gone to
completion (Figure S2, SI). Stars formed with the highest
[XL]/[MI] ratio investigated (15:1) showed a slightly broader
dispersity value compared to those formed with [XL]/[MI] =
10:1 (Đ = 1.75 vs 1.41), suggesting that a [XL]/[MI] ratio of
10 gave star products of a narrower size distribution with
similar star conversion efficiency. Meanwhile, 1H NMR analysis
(Figure S3, SI) revealed that resonances corresponding to the
vinyl groups of cross-linker EGDA (and residual MA from the
MI synthesis step) were almost undetectable (<1%), indicating
that all the double bonds had been reacted. The hydrodynamic
diameter (Dh) of the CCS polymers in THF was also measured
via DLS, and it was observed that the Dh of the CCS
nanoparticles increased from 10 to 23 nm with increasing
[XL]/[MI] ratio (Figure 2).

Next, the dependence of star formation on the chain length
of the linear MI was investigated using MIs of different DPn
values (i.e., 60, 80, and 120). The [XL]/[MI] was fixed at 10:1
for these experiments, as this ratio was shown to be sufficient to
produce high star conversion. The results of these experiments
illustrate that when the MI chain length is short (i.e., DPn = 60,
Mn = 4040 g mol−1), the reactive core cannot be shielded
effectively to prevent star−star coupling reactions, leading to
the formation of high molecular weight multistars. This is
shown by the bimodal peak distribution in the GPC DRI
chromatogram (Figure 3a) and the DLS distribution (Figure
S5, SI). PMA MI with DPn = 80 (Mn = 6000 g mol−1) shows
the most optimal star conversion efficiency among the chain
lengths investigated in this study (Figure 3b). Increasing the MI
chain length to DPn = 120 (Mn = 10220 g mol−1, Figure 3c) did
not result in star−star coupling, however, the star conversion is
not optimal (89%). In this case, stars formed during the initial
period of the cross-linking step are strongly shielded by the
long linear arms, thus hindering the addition of further MIs into
the star structure. The Dh measured via DLS for CCS made
from PMA MI with DPn = 120 was 18.2 nm, which is slightly
larger than when the DPn of the MI is 80 (14.6 nm) but not as
large as stars formed with a higher [XL]/[MI] ratio of 15:1
(22.8 nm).
Assuming the TTC functionality was embedded in the core

following CCS formation, we next investigated whether it was
still active (or “living”) by adding fresh monomer solution to
the reaction mixture and subjecting the polymerizable medium
to further visible light irradiation. Analogous to the synthesis of
block copolymers in situ, this should effect a chain extension
from within the core of the CCS polymer. This approach,

known as the “in−out” method, can be used to generate
additional arms for each star as well as hetero/miktoarm stars
when different monomers are employed.2,39,40 A number of
factors can affect the initiation efficiency from the initiating
moieties embedded in the star core, including the initial arm
length, the cross-linking density of the core, and the chemical
compatibility of the second monomer to the preformed stars.40

Additionally, for polymerization reactions requiring catalyst
complexes or additional radical initiators, diffusion to the
initiating site can be restricted, thereby limiting the efficiency of
reinitiation. In the present system, given the complete absence
of catalysts or initiators, the latter limitation is circumvented
and diffusion of the monomer to the initiating sites is the only
requirement for polymerization to occur. A schematic of this
approach is shown in Figure 4a. Here, we demonstrate the
feasibility of this in−out technique using the same model
monomer (i.e., methyl acrylate) that was employed for the
initial synthesis of the PMA MI (DPn = 80) and the formed
CCS thereof (CCS-6, Table 1) to generate a pseudo-miktoarm
star polymer (CCS-7). GPC DRI and DLS traces in Figure 4b
and Figure S6 reveal clear shifts toward higher molecular weight
species and a larger Dh value (22.1 vs 14.3 nm), respectively,
upon further addition of fresh monomer after the initial CCS
formation step, thus confirming that the core-localized TTC
moieties are still active and can induce subsequent PRP. Kinetic
investigations were performed in order to quantitatively
determine the initiation efficiency (IE) of the CCS polymer.40

Namely, a control reaction with identical TTC and monomer
concentration was performed simultaneously, and the kinetics
were compared (Figure S7, SI). The rate of polymerization is
assumed to be proportional to the number or active (i.e., TTC-
containing) chain-ends, while the IE of the small molecule
TTC is assumed to be 100%. Therefore, the IEstar can be
defined as the ratio between the apparent rate constant for the
CCS-initiated polymerization and the native TTC-initiated
polymerization (i.e., kap,star/kap,control). Using this approach, the
IEstar of the PMA CCS polymer is determined to be 95%,
indicating extremely high reinitiation from core-embedded
TTC moieties. The monomer conversion was assessed to be
89% by 1H NMR analysis after 24 h of irradiation. The value for

Figure 2. DLS analysis of PMA CCS polymers in THF formed at
various [XL]/[MI] molar ratio (fixed MI DPn of 80): (a) overlay of
DLS plots, and (b) peak Dh value increases with increasing [XL]/
[MI].

Figure 3. GPC DRI traces of PMA MIs of different DPn values and
their corresponding CCS polymers formed at [XL]/[MI] = 10:1. For
(a), (b), and (c), the DPn values are 60, 80, and 120, respectively.
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Narm of CCS-7 can be calculated using the observed IEstar and
the Narm value of the star MI (CCS-6), as illustrated in eq 1.41

= × +‐ ‐N N N(IE ) )arm,total star arm,CCS MI arm,CCS MI (1)

This generates a theoretical Narm value for CCS-7 of 60.
Moreover, the high value of IEstar indicates that the formed
additional arms should be similar in length to the initially
formed star arms (as the same DPn was targeted for each step).
Interestingly, the chain-extension initiated by the CCS polymer
displayed a shorter induction delay compared to the linear
control (Figure 4c). This will be the subject of further
investigation in a future study. The high end-group fidelity
demonstrated by this in−out experiment (even after multiple
polymerization steps) strongly suggests that star core
functionalization via coupling chemistries for the attachment
of functional small molecules or drugs may be readily achieved,
or alternatively after following the in−out procedure, new
functional groups can be introduced at the star periphery.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates the efficient synthesis
of CCS polymer nanoparticles via a one-pot approach under
visible light irradiation utilizing TTCs (i.e., typical RAFT
agents) in a simple photocontrolled radical polymerization
system. The integrity of the chain ends observed for the linear
macroinitiators was retained in the final star structure, as
evidenced by the efficient reinitiation from core-localized TTC
moieties to generate pseudo-miktoarm stars of roughly twice
the molecular weight of the original CCS. The high retention of
TTC groups in the star core potentially provides an avenue for
postfunctionalization reactions using other coupling chemistries
to afford multifunctional nanoparticles for targeted applications.
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